List of Abbreviations/Acronyms

AOF : Aggregate Objective Function
DHP : Direct Hashing and Pruning
DIC : Dynamic Itemset Counting
DRARM : Dimensionality Reduction for Association Rule Mining
DRMOGA : Dimensionality Reduction with Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm
DRUFT : Dimensionality Reduction Using Frequency Count
DTM : Decision Tree Method
ECUT : Efficient Counting Using TID-list
FFC : Feature selection using Frequency Count
FP-tree : Frequent Pattern tree
FUP : Frequent Update
KDD : Knowledge Discovery in Databases
LVF : Filter version of Las Vegas algorithm
MAAP : Maintaining Association rules with Apriori Property
MDLM : Minimum Description Length Method
MFTP : Maximal Frequent Trend Pattern
MOGA : Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm
MORM : Multi Objective Rule Mining
MORMI : Multi Objective Rule Mining in Incremental Database
NSGA : Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
SETM : Set oriented Mining
SGA : Simple Genetic Algorithm
TID : Transaction Identifier
VEGA : Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm